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ABSTRACT
Compliance Management is a complex and important
part of the corporate governance and regulatory
process, impacting both government and private industry
worldwide. As we move towards an increasingly global
marketplace, compliance certification and standardisation
are becoming more prevalent as part of mitigating risk,
improving trade, and ensuring public safety.

the source”, for direct consumption by a broader audience.
By doing so, inefficiencies are removed, transparency and
governance is improved, and speed of commerce is inc
reased by facilitating the ease of access to both regulatory
and private sector data. All of this results in healthier
and safer establishments which increases consumer
confidence and builds better public trust.

The VIA Protocol & Marketplace brings a newfound
approach to the ability of regulators, software providers
and private organizations to share data with easy-to-use
toolkits and interfaces, all on a singular protocol within a
distributed network.

The solution offering detailed herein has been specifically
designed around these two components to ensure that
the quality of data that is being captured is both trusted
and immutable, and furthermore, that from this verified
state, that the data may be used by both the public and
private sector to inform decision making, facilitate trade,
and provide improved local and global compliance &
safety standards.

The Verification, Inspection and Audit (VIA) blockchain
solution from HealthSpace is made up of two distinct
components:
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The VIA protocol - a robust mechanism for the capture
and validation of compliance data for regulatory and
standardisation purposes
The VIA data marketplace - an aggregated data
marketplace of verified quality data from both
government and private industry, for the furtherance
of compliance best practice, regulatory management
& risk mitigation.

The VIA Protocol
The VIA Protocol has been designed around four key
system elements:
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Validated Business Identity
Verified Regulatory Compliance Baseline
VIA Data Submission History
VIA Compliance Score / Rating

The protocol validates inputted data against verified
business identity, creating deeper, more meaningful data
while empowering business to monetize their contribution
with the VIA Data Marketplace.
VIA Data Marketplace
Leveraging the VIA Protocol for validated data input, the
VIA Data Marketplace supplants data curation systems of
old and creates an aggregated marketplace “straight from

A blockchain solution creates a set of advantages which
are uniquely suited to the needs of the compliance
industry, including:
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A trusted and transparent ledger of compliant
businesses, professional services vendors and
government inspectors;
A decentralised data set that is verified at source, and
that cannot be hacked;
An immutable record of compliance data, 		
which will serve as a critical indicator of quality
assurance standards & reputation;
A mechanism for businesses to control and monetise
their data through the VIA data marketplace; and,
A qualified and trusted aggregated data set from
public and private sector for better analysis insights
and improved real-time decision making with regards
to public safety, updated legislation and regulatory
best practices.

The VIA Blockchain Solution will become the de facto
global standard for verified regulatory compliance data
whilst creating a virtually unlimited number of monetizable
opportunities for both public and private sector as a result
of these qualified aggregated data sets.
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1.0 PREFACE
The conceptualisation of the VIA Protocol & Marketplace has been as a direct result of the experience of HealthSpace
Data Systems Ltd. – a publicly-traded company with 20 years trading history - in developing a suite of traditional software
products to facilitate the capture and verification of compliance data for the Environmental Health market. HealthSpace’s
data analytics insights for government and private industry decision-making have been applied to food safety standards in
North America, with a multitude of adjacent industry verticals targeted for future application.
As we move into an era of full globalisation, so compliance management practises that are provable, trusted and verified,
become more and more valuable to both the general public (B2C) and private sector markets (B2B).
The VIA solution has, however, been designed to be applicable to all forms of compliance data, regardless of market type or
vertical, and in such a way that, as we move into an era of increased digitization, we can take advantage of the convergence
of emerging technologies to the greater good of society.

2.0 BACKGROUND & MARKET SIZING

1 BP/Enron Oil disaster (Oil & Gas/Environmental,
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OHS 2010);
Volkswagen Emissions Debacle (Motor Industry,
Environmental 2015);
Samsung Galaxy Note7 (Telecommunications,
Product development QA 2016);
Wells Fargo Scandal (Finance, 2016) and Chipotle
Rotovirus Crisis) (Food Safety 2015);
American Airlines Passenger Handling
(Transportation, 2017)

More worryingly, as we move exponentially quicker into
the digitisation era, and as our reliance on technology
increases, so too does the associated risk of data
breaches exposing both sensitive financial information as
well as private identity details (1) . A selection of highlypublicised examples includes:

1 Yahoo (2013) - 3bn accounts
2 Adult Friend Finder (2016) - 412m accounts
3 Equifax (2017) - 143m accounts
4 Under Armour (2018) - 150m accounts
5 Aadhaar (2015) - 1bn accounts
6 JP Morgan Chase (2014) - 76m accounts
7 Ebay (2013) - 145m accounts

With an increasingly global marketplace, fuelled by the
ability to share news, events and information in realtime through social media and the internet, compliance
management has become increasingly critical for both
businesses and government. This involves a combination
of regulatory compliance requirements, certifications and
international standardisation practises to govern end-toend internal processes and systems in order to mitigate
risk.

2.1 THE GLOBAL REGULATORY
COMPLIANCE (GRC) MARKET

“

The global enterprise governance, risk and compliance
market size was estimated at USD $24.76 billion in 2017
is expected to reach USD $64.6 billion by 2025 (2).

With multiple stakeholders involved including
government, large enterprise, small & micro
enterprise (SME) businesses, as well as the
general public, there is a greater demand for
transparency and aggregated data sharing to
effect better decision making, inform legislative
compliance, improve public safety, and support
economic growth and sustainability.

“

Compliance Management is a complex and important
part of the corporate governance regulatory compliance
process. A series of corporate crises across multiple
industries in recent years due to compliance failures have
highlighted this need. Some prominent examples include:

(1)https://www.csoonline.com/article/2130877/data-breach/the-biggest-databreaches-of-the-21st-century.html
(2) Grand View Research, Inc. - Enterprise Governance, Risk and Compliance (EGRC)
Market Analysis Report By Component, By Software, By Service (Integration, Consulting,
Support), By Enterprise Type, By Vertical Type, And Segment Forecasts, 2018 - 2025
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The nature of the size of this market has given rise to a
number of smaller more digestible and focused subsets of
the GRC market including:

1

Integrated Risk Management (IT component of
GRC) - est. market size: USD $7.3 billion in 2018 (3).

2 RegTech

(technological solutions for compliance
in financial services industry) - est. global cost of
compliance with new regulations within financial
services at $100 Bn, noting that from 2008 to 2015, the
annual volume of regulatory publications, changes and
announcements have gone up by a staggering 492%.
The FCA estimates over 300 million pages of regulatory
documents to be published by 2020. Banks now
dedicate 10-15% of their workforce to compliance, and
around $80 billion is spent on governance, globally(4).

The following compliance areas are common across most
industries:

1 Health, Safety and Environment
2 Product Safety
3 Employment Law
4 Data Protection
5 IT safety & security
6 Export & Regulatory Control
7 Fair Competition
8 Anti-Corruption
These areas can be further grouped as follows:

1 Legal Compliance
2 IT Data & Security
3 Financial Compliance
4 Regulatory Compliance
Compliance management is often seen as important only
at a senior management/executive level to limit penal and
financial sanctions, however a few key points are noted
from various consulting studies undertaken by the big four
global Audit firms (EY, Deloitte, Accenture, KPMG):

(3) https://blogs.gartner.com/john-wheeler/qrc-vs-inm-solutions-whats-the-difference/
(4) https://www.alvarezandmarsal.com/sites/default/files/regtech_2.0_report_final.pdf
(5) ISO Certification Market: Global Industry Analysis (2012-2016) and Forecast (20172025) https://www.persistencemarketresearch.com/
(6) eGRC Market by Component (Services, Software), Deployment Mode (Cloud, OnPremises), Business Function (Finance, It, Legal, Operations), Organization Size, Vertical,
Usage, and Region - Global Forecast to 2022, Markets & Markets, 2018. https://
www.marketsandmarkets.com/Market-Reports/enterprise-governance-risk-compliancemarket-1310.html

Effective Compliance systems are a combination of
compliance and process management

1 External Resources and/or specialists are most useful
2
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in setting up compliance systems
Most companies do not have independence compliance
compartments
Compliance processes involve change management
intervention to ensure company wide adoption and for
the processes to be implemented effectively.

Key decisions for implementing compliance processes
can be grouped as follows:

1 Risk Mitigation – personal director liability and corporate
2
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fines
Brand Integrity – Ethics, Customer driven or for
competitive advantage
Regulatory Requirement – legally required minimum
standards

2.2 INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS
ORGANISATION (ISO):
In line with the above motivation, and as global trade has
increased, so too has the adoption of the International
Standards Organisation (ISO) codes as a way of
businesses proactively manage their reputation and ensure
consistency in the delivery of their products or services
across varying geographic markets and legal jurisdictions.
To this end, the Global ISO Certification market alone
was valued at about US$11.8 Bn in 2017 (5), and is
self-managed through verified professional services
businesses accredited to train and certify businesses in
accordance with the ISO mandates.
Whilst this market is significant on its own, it forms only
one part of the global Enterprise Governance, Risk, and
Compliance (eGRC) market, which has been highlighted
as a high growth potential market due to the number of
increasing industries that need to avoid non-compliance
issues with the corporate and government regulations.
The growing business partnerships and associations,
government regulations and compliance mandates, and
the increasing use of data are some of the major driving
factors for the market which is expected to grow from
USD $22 Billion in 2017 to USD $43 Billion by 2022, at
a Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) of 14.7% (6).
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2.3 HEALTHSPACE - ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH & SAFETY IN NORTH AMERICA
Since 1998, the HealthSpace team, through the use of innovative public health inspection, data collection and analysis
software, has been working with governments and regulatory agencies to gather and access environmental health data
needed to make decisions that improve public health and safety.
The Environmental Health and Safety Market in the US is estimated to be worth USD $3Bn and the food traceability industry
which is expected to reach USD $14Bn by 2019 (7) alone.
To date, HealthSpace software has been used to capture over 200,000 food safety audits, and more than 15,000 hotel/
motel inspections, and is being used by both government and private sector to capture and visualise Environmental Health
data. This is a powerful data collection mechanism, however the majority of this data is siloed, and many of the private sector
internal compliance inspections or independent audits (often managed by 3rd party professional services businesses) are
not accessible nor necessarily deemed to be trusted or verified. This constitutes a vast amount of data that could be used
beneficially if aggregated and consolidated from known and/or trusted sources.
Based on our knowledge of the market, there are approximately 700,000 food establishments in the US alone, with an
estimated 3 million compliance audits undertaken by qualified government inspectors each year. Furthermore, we estimate
that there are an additional 2.5-3 million private “self-inspection” audits undertaken by (in particular) large Quick Service
Restaurants (QSR) food chains, which are only used for internal standards compliance and risk mitigation by management.
Data in its current form is very inaccessible, both to internal government departments, but also to the industry stakeholders
and the general public. As we move into an era of digitisation, accessibility to qualified, trusted and aggregated data becomes
critical to government and key industry stakeholders to make informed decisions that drive relevant legislative change that
will have a tangible impact on safety standards that protect public health and wellness.

“

Data in its current form is very
inaccessible… As we move into an era
of digitisation, accessibility to qualified,
trusted and aggregated data becomes
critical to government and key industry
stakeholders to make informed
decisions

“

(7) Markets and Markets, “Food Traceability Market by Technology (RFID, GPS, Barcode, Infrared, Biometric), End User (Manufacturer, Warehouse, Retailer, Government), Application
(Fresh food Produce, Meat & Poultry, Seafood, Dairy, Beverage), & by Region - Global Trend & Forecast to 2019” https://www.marketsandmarkets.com/Market-Reports/food-traceabilitymarket-103288069.html, 2015
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3.0 THE PROBLEM:
From our experience in providing compliance software
solutions for the Environmental Health sector in North
America, we have identified a number of challenges that
are consistent with compliance auditing in other industries.
These are defined at a high level as follows:

B Legitimacy of Businesses applying for compliance

1 Regulatory

C Track record and affiliations of Professional Services

compliance requirements and legislation
vary significantly by industry, jurisdiction and territory.

2 There
3

is a wide range of processes and levels of
sophistication from analog (paper process) to digital
(full automation), particularly as one looks at global
markets and developed versus developing markets.
There is very specific knowledge and expertise
required (depending on the industry) for verification and
compliance auditing.

4 Data is typically siloed, making it inaccessible and in

many cases redundant when it comes to proactive risk
mitigation

A universal compliance-management protocol (the
VIA Protocol), combined with easy-to-use tools, has
the potential to offer cross-industry solutions while
simultaneously opening-up new opportunities for both
application and data monetization.

3.1 KEY CHALLENGES IDENTIFIED IN
ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH:
From our experience in building and providing compliance
software solutions for our public and private sector clients
in the US, several key challenges for the Food Safety
Industry have been identified:

1 Trusted Source: There are a number of sides to the
issue of trust - and by extension, trusted data - when
it comes to compliance, especially in the context of
Environmental Health and Food Safety:

A Accreditation of Government Inspectors & Auditors

- regulatory requirements currently dictate that
only accredited government inspectors or agents
may undertake inspections and issue compliance
permits, often resulting in delays due to constraints
in the number of available inspectors. Also, despite
the intent of government being a trusted party, this
does not necessarily guarantee the legitimacy of the
inspection, particularly in developing countries.

- the compliance process should also include
validity of a business’s registration, tax and broader
regulatory accountability as part of the permitting
process.
entities - ensuring that the businesses that are
advising and participating in this industry are suitably
qualified and registered members of relevant
governmental and societal organisations.

2 Data Compliance Baseline:

Whilst auditors regularly
check the quality of other audits for verification and
comparison, this information is often siloed and not
used extensively by public health departments or
private companies at present and is certainly not
shared. Currently, data is not readily available for broad
spectrum comparisons. A Data Compliance Baseline,
therefore, has two valuable spin-offs:

A Ensures a legitimate starting point against which

to reference future audits, and where data can be
assessed both objectively and subjectively through
a combination of Artificial Intelligence (AI), machine
learning (ML), & human assessment.

B Solves the “Garbage in, Garbage Out” conundrum

for data integrity. High integrity data set are prized,
and as the scale of aggregated data compounds,
so the value of the data increases as Big Data
techniques are applied through AI and machine
learning.

3 Data

Transparency, History & Jurisdiction: Although
some public health inspection data is made publicly
available, these vary on a county by county or state by
state basis, and there are limited services that enable
transparent and visible analysis within the industry for
the benefit of society and the consumer. Transparent
Data Aggregation and Data History can significantly
enhance safe practices and behavior, preventing
illnesses which account for significant economic losses
in productivity each year.
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4 Data

Accessibility: The siloed nature of government
departments and the manual/analog process for
issuing regulatory and compliance certificates results
in data and information being relatively inaccessible to
all stakeholders. Digitisation and Aggregation of Data
are the starting points for accessibility, and furthermore
allow for various monetisation opportunities in the
future.

The following second order challenges are also noted:

5 Auditor

Bottlenecks: Since there is currently a
regulatory and legislative requirement for government
auditors to legitimize the quality of the compliance data
through a physical audit and inspection process, this
often becomes a bottleneck. Governmental budgetary
constraints, as well as skills shortages are often to
blame, with a tangible impact on businesses that cost
both time and money. Verifiable trust and compliance
ratings from private enterprise and professional services
businesses can help facilitate both the efficiency and
integrity of the auditing and inspection requirements.
This process can be incentivised through a combination
of financial reward and reputational transparency.

6 Compliance Application usability & extensibility:

There
are currently a number of different businesses and
software offerings focused on the capture of data for
compliance auditing, however there are no consistent
standards or frameworks to ensure uniformity of the
data that is being captured. To enable consistent data
capture, sharing and transparency, a standardised
protocol needs to be developed and maintained to
ensure application usability and extensibility, which
needs to be developed in the form a development
API & SDK, and a token model that incentivises and
rewards ecosystem participants.

From this position of knowledge, and in partnership with
our public and private sector clients, we understand the
need to keep abreast with the speed of technological
advancements, as well as the value in collating verified
compliance data that is in its current form very fragmented
and siloed. To this end the VIA Protocol and Marketplace
Solution has been conceptualized.
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4.0 THE SOLUTION: VIA PROTOCOL AND
MARKETPLACE
HealthSpace has been on the leading edge of providing software innovations to government and private sector for two
decades. We provide web and mobile integrated solutions that support a range of users, from inspectors and auditors in the
field, to managers and executives in the office to help them oversee company operations and ensure regulatory compliance
best practises are upheld and maintained.
With the maturity and convergence of multiple exponential technologies, HealthSpace has conceptualised and built a
blockchain prototype solution that will revolutionise the compliance and inspection industry globally.

4.1 WHY BLOCKCHAIN?
Distributed ledger technology has a number of tangible benefits when it comes to recording and validating data sets:

1
2
3

Legitimization of Key Actors & Stakeholders
A trusted and transparent ledger of compliant
businesses, professional services vendors and
government inspectors.
Immutability and transparency of data
A decentralised “append only” data set that is verified
at source, and that cannot be retrospectively changed.
Enhanced security A decentralised permissioned
database that cannot be hacked or compromised.

4
5

6

Improved traceability
An immutable record of
compliance data, which will serve as a critical indicator
of quality assurance standards & reputation.
Trusted verification A qualified & trusted, aggregated
data set, from both public and private sector, for
better analysis insights and improved real-time
decision making with regards to public safety, updated
legislation and regulatory best practices.
Automated Ledger An automated mechanism for
businesses to control and monetise their data through
the VIA data marketplace.

4.2 SOLUTION POSITIONING
The VIA solution is made up of two distinctive components, which need to be phased accordingly, as follows:

1 The VIA Compliance Protocol Governing the capture and validation of compliance data
2 The VIA Data Marketplace The resultant marketplace which can be curated and monetised using Big Data insights
and visualisations in a number of key areas.

COMPLIANCE
PROCESS FLOW
It is important to note the
protocol is generic by
design and intended for
use across any industry
sector which follows a
compliance process flow:
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THE VIA PROTOCOL

VIA PROTOCOL COMPONENTS

A protocol is, by definition, a set of rules and guidelines for
communicating data. Rules are defined for each step and
process of communication between two or more parties
or devices.
In the compliance context, the VIA protocol is essentially
the set of uniform, minimum standard requirements to
be able to collect, process, validate, authenticate and
visualise compliance data.
The VIA protocol is made up four distinct systems that
collectively work together to ensure consistency and
integrity of the data captured through any compliance
process:

1 Validated Business Identity (Identity Attestation)

Leverages a global secure and validated business
identity allowing all stakeholders to engage with
each other and trust the integrity of their profile and
compliance data

2 Regulatory Compliance Baseline

(Validation Marker)
A set of validated data & compliance points that act as
a benchmark and reference for all future inspections.

3 Data Submission History (Interaction Registry)

4

An immutable track record of compliance data and
performance over time, and which can be used to
determine the VIA Compliance & Trust Rating, and also
in the voting, monetisation and rewards algorithms.
VIA Trust/Compliance Rating (Compliance Score)
A publicly accessible view of a company’s trust and
reputation when it comes to compliance.

The VIA Compliance protocol creates a globally accessible
framework for the capture, validation and interrogation of
compliance data for the greater good of society, regardless
of industry, and which rewards active network participants
for the data that they share. The protocol is made of these
four interdependent systems that work together to create
a transparent and immutable record of a company’s
compliance track record:

1 Validated Business Identity (Identity Attestation)

The VIA Validated Business Identity leverages a globally
secure and validated business identity which is both
universal and underpins all stakeholder interactions.
This allows all stakeholders to trust the integrity of each
party’s profile, including certifications, accreditations,
associations and stakeholder type, and facilitates
platform engagement and trust and compliance score.
Stakeholders will include: Government Inspectors
and Auditors; Professional Services Companies
and Third Parties that specialise in compliance
certifications, advisory services or attestation services;
and businesses that are implementing or required to
implement compliance programs.

2 Regulatory Compliance Baseline

(Validation Marker)
This initial compliance baseline is a set of validated
data and compliance points that act as a benchmark
and reference for all future inspections and audits.
This would follow current regulatory or certification
processes and would likely to be done by existing
Government inspectors.
Once there is a baseline, the subsequent audits or
audit submissions can be assessed by a professional
services company or independent accredited validator.
As emerging exponential technologies mature
and converge, it is envisaged that there will be a
greater opportunity to use Video Streaming, Object
Recognition, Robotics, Augmented and Virtual Reality,
as well as Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning
algorithms to validate both objective and subjective
compliance data sets at scale.
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3 Data Submission History (Interaction Registry)

As businesses continue to submit both required
regulatory compliance data, as well as internally “self
assessed” data, they build up an immutable compliance
history, which can be used for reporting, determination
of their VIA Compliance & Trust Rating, as well as for
voting, and monetisation and rewards programs.
From a governmental perspective, this allows an
aggregated view of compliance data on an industry by
industry basis, and allows proactive insight & analysis,
and near real time decision making for risk mitigation
in the best interests of public health and safety. This
accessibility and transparency will also help industry
stakeholders (including government) to collectively
drive informed legislative change as market needs
evolve, and which should also assist in moving towards
a greater degree of global standardisation from market
to market.

Once developed, the VIA Marketplace will be the first
distributed network to have active participants from all
spheres of society including both public and private sector,
and that is not constrained by international borders. The
VIA Marketplace will be the first of its kind to aggregate
and share regulatory compliance data with verified selfinspection data from the private sector. By changing the
underlying strategy and processes that have been used in
the past, both public and private sector organizations with
inspection and audit requirements will be able to move
from traditional service-based models to a data-centric
culture using a common distributed ledger.

4 VIA Trust/Compliance Rating (Compliance Score)

The essence of the VIA Protocol is found in the VIA Trust
and Compliance Rating (determined by a dynamicallyadjusted algorithm that evolves over time), which will
serve as a publicly accessible view of a company’s
trust and compliance reputation.
This will help facilitate and enhance cross border trade,
drive multi-jurisdictional standardisation, and act as a
measure of quality and good standing from a regulatory
and governmental point of view.
This protocol is the starting point for the digitisation and
data capture for (any) compliance process in order to
drive trust. It has been designed to be industry agnostic
and will be tested and implemented in the Food Safety
and Environmental Health Space as a dynamic working
prototype using “live” compliance data, stakeholders
and regulatory constraints.
Please refer to the “VIA Compliance Solution Roadmap”
to see how the protocol implementation will evolve over
time.

4.3 THE VIA DATA MARKETPLACE
Following the implementation and adoption of the VIA
Compliance Protocol as described in the previous section,
a resultant data marketplace will become established as
qualified compliant audit data is uploaded by validated
by industry stakeholders before being written onto the
blockchain.

This constitutes a transformational change where data
becomes a first-class citizen. The VIA Marketplace
evolves the current model by empowering data quality
and reuse through the independent collection, curation,
auditing and rating of data, which will lead to new and
innovative business models for the inspection/audit data
consumption.
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4.4 MARKET OUTCOMES
As a result of the solution implementation, three immediate
monetisation opportunities emerge:

1 VIA

Services Directory - a geolocated business
marketplace connecting Professional Services &
Product Suppliers with Compliance Businesses

2 Compliance & Trust Portal - a public Dapp showcasing

Business Compliance and Trust (from the VIA Trust
Rating) as a measure of compliance, trust and
reputation, filterable on an industry, compliance and
regional basis

3 Licensing opportunities to 3rd-party platforms
(eg. Yelp)

…plus

an infinite number of yet-unimagined usecases and business opportunities – which will be
actively encouraged via the HealthSpace SDK.

4.5 OTHER IDENTIFIED BUSINESS MODELS
FOR VIA DATA MARKETPLACE
In the review of other aggregated data marketplaces, there
are a number of well-documented business models which
can be developed as the VIA Marketplace data scales,
and various industries and compliance fields emerge. We
do not believe that is necessary, at this stage, to have a
definitive view of the total value of the marketplace, since
we do not know what data will be submitted, nor which
data sets will hold value, however we have made informed
assumptions based on traditional market research and
marketing data available.

Key business models identified include

1 Governmental

Analytics for faster & more informed
governance/trend insights, and predictive risk
management/mitigation - this could be monetised on a
subscription, consortium or subsidy model.

2 Academic and Scientific Research & Development in

order to advance health and safety solutions - this
could be monetised on a “Pay as you Go” (PAYG) basis
for specific data sets, or alternatively on a research
grant basis.

3 Corporate

Consumptive Model focusing on R&D,
Curated Market Insights, informed marketing &
demographic insights, Applied Machine Learning and
AI modelling - PAYG or Subscription models.

4 Services

Directories - Targeted product/service
marketing opportunities on a Subscription basis

5 Compliance & Trust Marketplace - Freemium model for
members of the public with subscription upgrade to
unlock additional features.
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5.0 INDUSTRY USE CASES
5.1 FOOD SAFETY
Food safety issues, such as foodborne illness, are a
critical and a widespread problem world-wide. In the
US alone, more than 48 million people become ill due to
contaminated food. This constitutes a dire problem which
costs an estimated USD$77.7 Billion a year in economic
burden (8).
To highlight this impact - and in an attempt to quantify
the effects of food safety - the World Health Organisation
embarked on a 6-year study to estimate the Global Burden
of Foodborne Diseases. The report (9) identified 31 global
foodborne hazards as a cause of an estimated 600 million
cases of foodborne illnesses and over 420,000 deaths in
2010. A key statement from the report notes the need
for all stakeholders to contribute to improvements in food
safety through the incorporation of these estimates into
policy development at regional, national and international
level.
Inspections and audits are paramount in addressing these
problems and in reducing these figures. They require the
ability to capture data (using tablet and mobile devices),
verify data validity, and then visualise and analyse
aggregated data effectively to identify, predict and mitigate
risks in near real time to improve public health and safety.
The solutions that are available today are fragmented and
inadequate to fully address these needs in a digital age
where information can and needs to be shared rapidly,
transparently and without any single administrative point
of data control.

5.2 AGRITECH & CANNABIS
The legalization of cannabis in parts of North America,
both medical and recreational, has led to a significant
increase in the number of growers and dispensaries
offering their products to rapidly expanding market. As
with any high-growth market, there is a full spectrum of
varying standards which often compromise the health
and safety of the consumer in the rush to establish their
market share.
To further compound this issue, regulatory agencies
across state lines do not follow a common standard when
it comes to the regulation of products from a health and
safety perspective. This is exemplified by the varying

departments who are responsible in different jurisdictions;
from the Liquor Control Board in Washington State to the
Department of Commerce in Ohio (10).
As the industry gains traction, so too the frequency of
product recalls has increased, however these are typically
reactionary in nature (11). With the growing potential
for black mold and harmful seepage into products, it is
increasingly important that regulatory inspections and
internal audits take place across the full supply chain,
from source to retail, end to end (12). There is a significant
potential for illness outbreaks (and their associated social
and financial liability) to significantly outweigh those
documented in the food industry as legalization expands,
should steps not be taken now to proactively address
problems before they become recalls or, worse, a public
health crisis.
Having a consistent protocol that can be applied to any
compliance process in the supply chain, and where
relevant data can be validated and aggregated, will go
a long way to proactively solving the health and safety
challenges associated with the rapidly evolving industry.

5.3 ISO COMPLIANCE RATINGS
The International Organization for Standardization (ISO),
www.iso.org, is an international standard-setting body
composed of representatives from various national
standards organizations from 168 countries (13). The
organization promotes worldwide proprietary industrial and
commercial standards which have been widely adopted
as part of global Enterprise Governance Compliance and
Risk (eGRC) management best practises as a measure
for risk mitigation, reputational management, and for
competitive advantage (14).
The use of the standards is fundamental to the creation
of products and services that are safe, reliable, consistent
and of good quality regardless of territory, jurisdiction
or location. ISO standards help businesses increase
productivity, and profitability through the facilitation of
global trade on a fair basis. The standards also serve to
safeguard consumers and the end-users of products and
services, ensuring that certified products conform to the
minimum standards set internationally.
(8) Food Safety News, “Annual Foodborne Illnesses Cost $77 Billion”, http://www.
foodsafetynews.com/2012/01/foodborne-illness-costs-77-billion-annually-study-finds/#.
Wp_-r1qGNE4, January 3, 2012
(9) WHO Estimates of the Global Burden of Foodborne Diseases, Foodborne Disease
Burden Epidemiology Reference Group, 2015.
(10) FAQs on Marijuana, https://lcb.wa.gov/mj2015/faqs_i-502; Medical Marijuana
Control Program, https://www.com.ohio.gov/mmcp.aspx
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There are currently over twenty thousand ISO standards
which have been set, covering everything from
manufactured products and technology to food safety,
agriculture and healthcare. They are typically implemented
and accredited in one of the following two streams:

1
2

3
4
5
6

Product Compliance Processes

5

High Definition Video Streaming - live remote
assessment with visual baseline
Internet of Things - “always on” device and object data
feeds via smart sensors
Robotics - transformative low risk inspection capabilities
in high hazard or dangerous environments

As the world moves exponentially into the technological
age, the VIA Protocol would be ideally placed to take full
advantage of these emerging technologies to evolve the
way compliance inspections are undertaken and to set the
benchmark as a global data aggregator in both formally
regulated and self regulated industries.

Assess status quo,

5.5 ILLUSTRATIVE USER STORIES

Implement required processes to comply with
requirements

The following user stories have been described from the
point of view of key system actors as an illustrative view of
the compliance use case using the VIA Protocol:

Apply for certification / permit
Assessment by a qualified inspector or auditor
Issuance of compliance certificate / permit
Reinspection to maintain certification

As a result, we feel that there is significant opportunity
for the adoption of the VIA Protocol for ISO compliance
inspections, which would have applicability to most
markets and businesses globally. This also creates an
exceptional opportunity for global industry insights and
extensive monetisation opportunities from the VIA Data
Marketplace.

5.4 THE CONVERGENCE OF EXPONENTIAL
TECHNOLOGIES
With the speed and convergence of various new emerging
technologies as identified and documented by the “Big
Four” Global Management Consulting businesses, there is a
strong business case for exponentially improved inspection
efficiencies. Whilst varying from technology to technology,
adoption curves are now currently sitting at between 2 to 5
years, with a 5 to 10-year maturity lifecycle.
The following emerging technologies (in addition to Blockchain)
have been identified as being most likely to impact the way in
which compliance data is collected, validated and processed:

1 Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning - self evolving
2

4

Systems Compliance Processes

Importantly, the implementation and accreditation
processes for ISO standards follow the same process
flows required for any regulatory compliance process,
namely:

1
2

3

algorithms for data interrogation, image and object
recognition and predictive analytics
Augmented Reality and Virtual Reality - remote inspection
validation and/or guided compliance and inspection
auditing.

Regulatory Compliance by Business
This outlines the expected User Stories for Businesses that
require any form of government regulation or permitting:

1
2
3
4
5
6

Review regulatory requirements & documentation
Ensure that all compliance items are provisioned (may
seek help from expert/professional services company)
Make the application and submit to regulator
Government Inspector reviews submission
documentation and makes site visit
Inspection either:

A Passes - issue permit/license

B Fails - make recommendation on failed items
Subsequent periodic inspections are made to extend/
renew licence/permit, which would be validating the
status quo from the original or latest inspection (typically
Annual permitting cycle, or Quarterly depending on the
associated compliance risk).

(continued)
(11) Department of Public Health and Environment, “Little Brown House Dispensary LLC/
Delta-9 Delights LLC Voluntarily Recalls Marijuana and Marijuana Products Due to Pesticide
Residues” http://www.denvergov.org/content/denvergov/en/environmental-health/about-us/
news-room/2017/LittleBrownHouse.html, October 26, 2017;
Department of Public Health and Environment, “GMC LLC Voluntarily Recalls Medical and
Recreational Marijuana and Products Due to Pesticide Residues” https://www.denvergov.org/
content/denvergov/en/environmental-health/about-us/news-room/2017/GMCRecall.html,
January 19, 2017
(12) Huffington Post, “Mysterious Marijuana-Related Illness Popping Up In Emergency
Rooms” https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/mysterious-marijuana-flu-emergency-rooms_
us_5869d6bee4b0eb586489f7e6, January 09, 2017;
UC Davis Health, “UC Davis study finds mold, bacterial contaminants in medical marijuana
samples” http://www.ucdmc.ucdavis.edu/publish/news/newsroom/11791, February 7, 2017
(13) Wikipedia, 2018 - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Organisation_for_
Standardization
(14) AT Kearney, Compliance in Manufacturing Report, 2013
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Professional Services

Automation & Emerging Technologies

This outlines the expected User Stories for Professional
Services Companies that advise, make applications
on behalf of clients, or undertake internal auditing
advisory services, assessed against relevant government
regulations or ISO standards:

This outlines the possible User Stories for Businesses
as we move into a future of converging technologies
that include blockchain, machine learning & Artificial
Intelligence algorithms, Augmented Reality and Virtual
Reality, Robotics, Video Streaming & Big Data:

1 Review

1 A Business appoints a Professional Service company

2 Undertake

2 The

clients needs against regulations or ISO
standards/codes in order to advise compliance
requirements
baseline audit & submit applications on
behalf of client (if required)

3 Undertake

annual, quarterly monthly inspections for
internal compliance/audit purposes (this data would
ordinarily be siloed, but could be monetised by
uploading to the VIA platform on behalf of the client
(note: should we make provision for the Professional
Service business to earn a nominal % of VIA tokens for
submission of the client’s data?)

4 As

we move towards a decentralised regulatory
model, with verifiable trust/integrity score, professional
services businesses may be likely to fulfill traditional
governmental inspection functions. Initially these may
be in the form of quarterly validation inspections against
the original “trusted” governmental inspection/audit for
original compliance certificate

Self Inspection
This outlines the expected User Stories for Businesses
doing their own internal inspections (for internal standards/
reputational risk management):

(consultant) to assist them with regulatory compliance
for their new processing plant
Consultant assesses and advises the client on
key requirements generated by a combination of their
experience as well as AI and big data insights, relative to
other businesses that have submitted their compliance
audits and data to the VIA data marketplace, and
where regulations have been adapted and committed
into legislation based on weighted unbiased and
an immutable voting process underpinned by a
decentralised ledger & held on the blockchain

3A

junior consultant then undertakes a physical
inspection using an AR headset (Microsoft Hololens),
being prompted to follow a pre-set intersection
protocol with on-screen information overlay, flagging
or validating pre-defined objects & risk areas using
advanced image recognition software.

4 The junior consultant in combination with his Hololens &

AI inspection assistant flag a potentially non-compliant
situation that requires specialist input from a Senior
Consultant that is located in another city or country.
They assist remotely being able to see a full view of the
facility on their VR headset or computer and advise the
Junior appropriately in real time.

1 Following

5 All

2 The internal “audits” are regularly undertaken to give

6 As VR technology evolves, a junior consultant uses a

their initial permitting/compliance process,
businesses will normally put in place operational
compliance processes that employees will be required
to undertake on a scheduled basis (quarterly/monthly/
weekly/daily) depending on associated risk allocation
management a view of operational efficiency as part of
good business governance practises

3 Applications

could be developed or repurposed to
ensure that the data is both visible internally, as well as
uploaded to the VIA marketplace to create an additional
revenue opportunity

4 Self inspection processes would typically be aligned to
maintaining the regulatory compliance protocols or ISO
standards certifications

the data is submitted to the VIA Marketplace in
real time and validated remotely by a combination of
experienced and accredited “validators” virtually in real
time, as well as an AI validation assistant all of whom
are paid in VIA tokens in a “Proof of Inspection” protocol
High Fidelity VR suit to remote control a robotic avatar
owned by the business (used for meetings and virtual
“in-person” engagements, undertaking a “virtual”
inspection with a company representative.

A similar process is followed with all compliance data being
streamed and validated real-time, and with the company
being issued their Digital Compliance Token, which allows
them to trade.
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6.0 TECHNICAL SOLUTION
This section describes the technical details of how the VIA Protocol and Data Marketplace are structured to deliver a
revolutionary compliance software solution that is relevant in our fast-changing world.
HealthSpace building upon its rich history and experience of innovations, has begun developing a proof of concept using
Ethereum test network to create a shared ledger of transactions using smart contracts, along with a proprietary hashing
mechanism for interfacing with external decentralized file storage systems for a cohesive cache of complex data. This
initial phase includes adding regulatory inspection reports alongside self-inspections from partners within private industry.
HealthSpace will seek out partners within industry, focusing on large retail and food service chains, as well as providers in the
cannabis industry. These partners, working in concert with regulators, will help the launch the initiative, providing a public
relations and government regulation overhaul.

VIA TOKEN & DATA FLOW MODEL
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6.1 THE UNDERLYING PROTOCOL
The VIA protocol is made up four key interconnected
components that serve as the basis for establishing trust
and legitimacy prior to being able to transact with the VIA
Data Marketplace.

VIA PROTOCOL COMPONENTS

These four components are outlined as follows:

1 Validated Business Identity
(Identity Attestation)

Leverages a global secure and validated business identity
allowing all stakeholders to engage with each other and
trust the integrity of their profile and compliance data.
HealthSpace will not redevelop this protocol, but rather
integrate with the likes of Civic (15), Consensys (16) or
Open Identity Exchange (17) or equivalent best in class
solution provider.

2 Regulatory Compliance Baseline
(Validation Marker)

This follows current industry processes for governmental
inspections & audit, using accredited government officials.
A set of validated data & compliance points are uploaded
by government, and that data becomes a benchmark
and reference and validation of all future inspections
for the same client. This opens new possibilities for the
development of machine learning algorithms and AI for
flagging “out of band” data points prior to consensus
validation & being committed to the blockchain.

3 Data Submission History
(Interaction Registry)

The nature of the blockchain as an append only ledger,
means that there is an immutable track record of
compliance data and performance over time. This is a
key component of the VIA Compliance & Trust Rating
algorithm, which rewards the quality, integrity and
frequency of the data submitted.

4 VIA Trust & Compliance Rating
(Compliance Score)

This proprietary algorithm will create a publicly visible
score for compliance, based on the quality, integrity
and frequency of compliance data submitted, both
from formal inspections and from self audits. The
algorithm will evolve dynamically over time, and be used
for the public facing Compliance Trust Portal as well
as server as a baseline for later stage implementation
of voting, monetisation and rewards algorithms.
Most importantly, the VIA Trust & Compliance Rating
ultimately becomes a key driver of self reinforcing
behaviour, and a disincentive for bad actors trying to
“game” the system.
As a result of the protocol, following existing process
flows, industries can now issue Digital Compliance Token
(DCT) in the form of a smart contract (which has built in
logic) to execute validity dates, and serve as an immutable
record of compliance. More importantly, the DCT can now
act as a switch to enable or disable the ability to earn
VIA tokens from the data that has been submitted to the
VIA marketplace. This means that businesses that fall out
of compliance have an additional incentive to take swift
corrective action, but also serves as a fail safe against
businesses that are declared insolvent or close their
doors but would otherwise potentially earn VIA tokens in
perpetuity.

6.2 SYSTEM ACTORS:
The following key system actors have been identified and
are described along with their needs requirements, as
follows:

Protocol

1 Businesses with compliance process requirements:
A ID attestation (external)
B Compliance requirement ie. Food Safety Certificate
Internal self audit & data submission

2 Government:

A Inspectors (data capture & compliance certificate
issuance)

B Auditors (data validation),

C Department (data insights view)
(15) https://www.civic.com/
(16) https://new.consensys.net/
(17) https://www.openidentityexchange.org/
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3 Professional Services:

A Compliance Consultants - compliance audit, training
& system implementations

B Inspection & Audit Services - data capture
& submission

Key Actor Registrations & Compliance Baseline

1
2

C Verifiers & Arbitrators - data verification & arbitration
D Business Attestation services - Business ID validation

4 Developers:

A Healthspace Food Safety DApp
B Developer community on release of SDK and API

3

Data Marketplace

1 Market Research Companies:

A Packaged data insights on an industry by industry
basis

2 Corporate R&D:

A A function of the quality and type of data sets that
are curated, and which will only be defined and
emerge over time.

eg Using qualified data from IoT sensors in cars,
auto-manufacturers can improve autopilot and
self-driving response algorithms.

3 Academic and Scientific Research:

A Grant based model for access to data for research
purposes in the endeavour to improve compliance
systems and public health and safety.

4
5
6

Regulatory & Self Inspection Submissions

1 Depending on the nature of the regulatory compliance

4 Professional Services:

A Curated targeted marketing offers to willing
marketplace participants

eg Geolocated market match for Sanitisation
Product Service supply for Food Service
establishments.

2

6.3 HOW THE SYSTEM WORKS
The system has been designed around the base protocol,
which then serves as the baseline for subsequent data
submissions including both those required by regulatory
compliance laws, as well as from self audited processes
and data.

The starting point for all system actors is to register an
account via the HealthSpace VIA Portal
Thereupon, each system actor will follow their own
process path depending on the nature of the registration,
in order to validate and attest to the business or individual’s
validity, good standing, certifications or skills etc.
A All relevant documentation for ID Attestation will be
submitted for validation. This will likely be completed
through an existing 3rd party service such as Civic,
Consensys or Online Identity Exchange
Once registered, a wallet will be created and each system
actor (other than government) will be required to load
their wallet with a minimum amount of VIA tokens which
will be used for staking & to cover the initial costs of ID
Attestation.
The business is then follows the existing governmental
process for regulatory compliance by applying for a Food
Safety Certificate as an example.
The Government Inspector, using the HealthSpace
inspection application, will perform the compliance
inspection, which will be submitted to the VIA Data
Marketplace to act as Baseline Compliance Data.
Once submitted the Business receives a temporary
Compliance and Trust Rating as well as a Digital Compliance
Certificate, which is recorded in the blockchain ledger,
and is viewable through the VIA Trust & Compliance Portal

3

requirements, typically additional audit inspections are
required, that are undertaken quarterly or monthly as
appropriate to the industry. In this case, the HealthSpace
Audit software application is used to inspect and submit
audit data which is verified and validated against the
original baseline data set.
In the case of private self-inspection data, the initial data
submitted to the Marketplace via the VIA API, will require
independent verification, whereupon it will follow the
same validation process as for regulatory government
inspections.
In each case, the quality and integrity of the audit data
is referenceable by inspector (government, professional
services company or internal company), by, date, time,
and GPS metadata, which allows for objective updating
of the associated Inspector’s trust rating as well as the
Compliance & Trust Rating of the inspected business or
Professional Service provider.
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4 Businesses with valid DTCs and that have the required

5

minimum wallet balance with staked VIA tokens will
then be eligible to earn VIA tokens for data that is
monetised through the VIA Marketplace in the form of
shared revenue from Subscriptions and Pay as You Go
(PAYG) opportunities.
All tokens earned for validation of data & from monetised
data will be paid from the HealthSpace Mint.

Other Considerations

1 In order to effectively scale the adoption and consequent

2

3
4

collection of data, which creates the secondary data
marketplace, HealthSpace will release the VIA API
and SDK in order to facilitate ease of development by
businesses with specialised compliance expertise in
other industries.
Developers and/or Professional Services businesses
that have developed applications that contribute data
have a double incentive for using the above-mentioned
API and SDKs, namely:
A Share in a percentage of tokens issued to businesses
which have used custom applications to submit
compliance data
B Share in the revenue from curated data sets and
visualisations monetised by consumption.
HealthSpace will develop, service, maintain and evolve
the Business Services Directory, and the Compliance
& Trust Portal, in conjunction with guidance from the
community and key stakeholders
The issue of a Digital Compliance Token is important
for a few reasons, namely:
A It serves as a switch (along with the minimum
required VIA staked tokens) to allow earning of VIA
tokens from the VIA Data Marketplace, if compliant.
B It serves a failsafe against earning of VIA tokens if a
business falls out of compliance and/or is declared
insolvent or stops trading.
C It is the start of creating an easily accessible view of
a company’s trust and compliance, and a catalyst
to replacing the current analogue system of issuing
paper certificates and permits that is still prevalent
in most countries around the world today.

6.4 THE VIA DATA MARKETPLACE

The premise and motivation behind the VIA token model
is as follows:
A self-inspection is carried out by an independent entity
(in many cases the company itself) is currently not officially
recognized by government organizations or used to any
large extent by third parties due to the issue of trust, and
not being able to verify the legitimacy of the associated
data.
However, such inspections contain almost identical
information to government audits (i.e. inspections) so by
devising a model whereby the information can be verified
as valid, creates value in the resultant data sets and a
greater richness and accuracy in the associated industry
insights. The management, reconciliation and settlement
of all the resultant transactions would be overwhelming
using traditional methods, and so by creating a fully
automated token-based ecosystem that is verified,
tracked and managed in the form a distributed ledger
written to the blockchain, is compelling. Consequently,
the VIA Marketplace, using the VIA token, can incentivise
the submission of quality data to the marketplace, as
well as the requisite verification and auditing of that data.
The token can also be used to seamlessly reward those
businesses that provide access to their data through
various resultant monetizable business opportunities.
Government Health Departments already perform
inspections and make their data public, however these
data sets are very siloed and vary from state to state
and jurisdiction to jurisdiction. Secondly, facilities that are
currently managed by industry, also collect independent
audit data, however this data is only used for internal
compliance and risk mitigation. Additionally, third party
Professional Services businesses such as HealthSpace,
can also act as data gateways, effectively creating a bridge
collecting and submitting data on behalf of their clients.
HealthSpace, and other professional services businesses
with software development capabilities, essentially act
as brokers in the ecosystem, finding consumers for data
producers and finding data producers for consumers.
Private industry can also opt to sell their audit data
entirely, thus transferring the data ownership and residual
commission to the new owner.

Through the adoption and scaling of the VIA protocol
through HealthSpace’s existing network of public and
private sector stakeholders in the Food Safety Industry,
so too the resultant value of the aggregated data being
contributed to the VIA Marketplace.
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VIA TOKEN & DATA FLOW MODEL

6.5 AUDIT INTEGRITY - SOLVING
THE “GARBAGE IN, GARBAGE OUT”
PROBLEM
One of the most challenging data science problems is
managing flawed data within any data set. This is commonly
referred to as the ‘Garbage In, Garbage Out’ (GIGO) problem.
In the case of a blockchain ledger, this problem is exacerbated,
as once written to the ledger, there is no way to amend or edit
this data. As a result, the VIA Marketplace must ensure that
the integrity of the data being submitted to the Marketplace is
vetted as being true and legitimate.
The VIA Protocol & Marketplace has been designed with builtin mechanisms in place to incentivize honesty and penalize
dishonesty. In order to facilitate this, the model incorporates
a reputation system in the form of the VIA Trust & Compliance
Rating algorithm, that serves to disincentivize contributors for
providing false or inaccurate information, as well as doing the
same for inspectors and validators.
In a transparent digital system, all transactions are traceable,
and any discrepancies found are directly linked to the system
actors. Consequently, VIA will be built with automated integrity
checks such as date & time stamping, GPS, and equivalent
metadata tags (to mention but a few), to flag potential
anomalies when data is contributed. The system will a
combination of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning

(ML) algorithms, as well as physical human cognition to
validate the integrity of the data relative to the initial trusted
Compliance Baseline data set. In the case of flagged data
submissions, Verifiers are then assigned audits to manually
review potential fraudulent reporting. Since the VIA Data
Marketplace’s participation is designed to be largely “at-will”,
it is unlikely participants will contribute data that is known to
be inaccurate because misleading information can damage
their business’s brand and harm their economic standing.
The VIA Data Marketplace encourages honest and active
participation to increase trust between a business and
regulators and the business and their customers.
To this end, the VIA Marketplace will offer a mechanism for
improving the quality of audit data provided by industry by
using a Self Organizing Verification model, where Verifiers
collectively organize themselves to verify another auditor’s
work. In this model, whenever a business submits a new
audit, this event gets propagated to interested auditors and
for selected audits, VIA engages two Verifiers initially, then
engages a third and an Arbitrator, only if the first two disagree.
The following figure provides an illustration of how this works.
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Initially, VIA selects two Verifiers who receive the audit data,
anonymized and encrypted using their public key. If both
Verifiers (see left) approve the audit then the audit gets
verified and a smart contract is initiated make a record of this
transaction on the blockchain. However, if one approves
and the other rejects it, the third Verifier is recruited to verify
the audit, along with an Audit Arbitrator who oversees the
process. Now, in this example, if the 3rd Verifier does not
approve the audit, then the audit is rejected by the Arbitrator
and the Verifier that approved the audit gets penalized by
receiving no portion of the audit token value for this audit
and also VIA reduces their future portion by 20%. A Verifier
can win back his/her commission rates by being more
accurate in the future, albeit at a slower rate. The same
scheme is also used with the opposite conclusion i.e. if the
third Verifier accepts the audit then the one rejecting it gets
penalised.
When an audit report gets approved, the group of approved
Verifiers and the Arbitrator (if relevant) receive their indicated
proportional reward for their work. Using this process,
there are economic incentives that add a layer of trust on to
the blockchain, making the audit reports valuable for reuse
and monetization.

“

Importantly, when it comes to Professional Services
participants, their reputational scoring based on
performance track record is also reflected in a certification
and compliance score algorithm, which will favour
participants with a higher score, thereby creating a financial
& reputational incentive. Transparency and visibility of skills,
expertise and training certifications becomes a valuable
tool to accelerate private sector involvement in regulatory
compliance verification.
Using a self organizing model like this that employs the
use of an Arbitrator allows the system to scale because
Arbitrator only get involved in the case of conflicts and
since this will only be a small percentage of the time, one
Arbitrator will be able to manage hundreds of concurrent
verifications, in a self organizing manner.
Healthspace feels that this will also facilitate organisational
change, with less future reliance on government inspectors,
as trusted professional services businesses and individuals
may fulfill or ease the burden on public sector skills.

Who Are Verifiers?

In addition to other marketplace contributors, such as government inspectors, and professional
services businesses, HealthSpace will use it’s existing relationships and industry reputation to solicit
efforts from registered sanitarians, working with organizations such as the National Environmental
Health Association (NEHA) (18). This would provide the largest pool of unbiased and highly trained
professionals to scale participation in the system.

“

(18) National Environmental Health Association, https://www.neha.org/
professional-development/credentials
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6.6 HIGH LEVEL TECHNOLOGY ARCHITECTURE

The VIA Technology Ecosystem is made up of several of components as follows:

1 VIA ENVIRONMENT:

A Data System
i. IPFS pre-validated & validated data sets
B
C
D

2

(on-chain/off-chain)
Data Submission & Consumption Ledger
(Ethereum Blockchain)
Digital Compliance Token Issuance System
(Based on the VIA protocol)
Payment & Redemption Systems
(depending on exchange integration)

BUSINESS VALIDATION AND ID ATTESTATION
SYSTEM
Integration with external service provider (Civic,
Consensys, Online Identity Exchange)

3 APPLICATIONS, TOOLS & INTERFACES:

A HealthSpace Compliance DApp (for data
submission)

B VIA API & SDK
C VIA Business Services Directory Application
D VIA Compliance Trust Portal (public facing)

4 SYSTEM USER REQUIREMENTS:
A Dapps
B Browser Interface
C Wallets
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6.7 SYSTEM TOKEN INTERACTIONS (TECHNICAL)

The VIA protocol makes
use of a number of internal
system tokens for validation
of Business Identity, Issuance
of Digital Compliance Token,
and to transact for data
submission/IPFS storage
using VIA token:

1 TOKEN 1

Business Identity Attestation - external integration to third party best
in class service provider: (Civic/Consensys/Online Identity Exchange).

2 TOKEN 2

IPFS hosting costs - FileCoin interoperability with ERC223 token

3 TOKEN 3

Digital Compliance Token

A Non-fungible ERC721 token that is specific to a business and used
as a gateway with minimum staked VIA token wallet balance to
enable VIA token earn from VIA Data Marketplace. If non-compliant
then Business may not earn VIA tokens until compliance issue is
rectified. DTC also holds the Trust and Compliance Rating

4 TOKEN 4

VIA Token (ERC223 token) used by System Actors.
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6.8 INFRASTRUCTURE FOR NEXT
GENERATION INSPECTIONS
HealthSpace current tools include an enterprise cloud
platform named HSCloud and HSTouch which is an iPad/
tablet-based application. Both are currently available to
government employees and third-party auditors to create
inspections or audits, respectively, on facilities such as
restaurants.
The VIA Protocol & Marketplace expands HealthSpace’s
positioning as a technological change agent, evolving
and extending their current suite of applications, and
providing various development tools to build inspection
and compliance software that will be relevant to most
businesses, across various industry verticals. At the heart of
this system, the VIA API will allow data from any application
built using the VIA SDK & protocol, to be transacted and
stored using the underlying blockchain and associated
storage infrastructure.

the marketplace is only achieved through consensus and
cannot be removed or altered. The decentralised nature
of the shared ledger makes it impossible for data to be
tampered with once written to the network.
The VIA Protocol and Marketplace has been conceived to
ensure extensibility beyond HealthSpace’s current clients
and markets to most industries requiring compliance.
By doing so, a rich ecosystem is created where multiple
providers can share data for consumption by other users,
thereby monetising their contributed data. The verified data
is stored, along with corresponding transactions, using the
blockchain infrastructure, through the use of the VIA SDK
and API. For implementation, VIA will use Ethereum (19),
which is network of nodes connected to one another to
form an “Ethereum Virtual Machine” (EVM). On an EVM,
new tokens (ERC223) can be created and transactions are
computed using smart contracts (written in Solidity) that
specify a series of instructions (steps) on how this should
take place. Dapps (decentralized applications) can be
created to provide Web-based front ends that interact with
smart contracts to write onto the blockchain.marketplace is
only achieved through consensus and cannot be removed
or altered. The decentralised nature of the shared ledger
makes it impossible for data to be tampered with once
written to the network.

Interfaces and Tools

Blockchain Infrastructure
Using a blockchain enables a decentralized mechanism
for creating trust, and ratifying data transactions in the
form of a shared distributed ledger – this moves away
from the traditional model, where centralized companies
or authorities manage data, to a model where no one
entity has control. The writing and appending of data to

In order for rapid adoption of any technology to take
place, one needs ease of access and simple tools in order
to participate. Because of this, the VIA Marketplace will
come with a host of accessible toolkits familiar to today’s
technologies. Primarily this will come in two forms, namely
the VIA API (Application Programming Interface) and the
VIA SDK (Software Development Kit). The VIA API will allow
for simple connections via web platforms while the VIA SDK
will give software developers the ability to create additional
logic and apps beyond basic data participation.
The VIA API will be fully integrated with both the existing audit
and inspection workflows. This means the Healthspace
HSTouch app, the first to implement the API, will provide
a fully decentralized audit trail for numerous existing
HealthSpace inspections, e.g. for restaurants, pools,
health spas, tattoo parlours, etc on both the governmental

(19) At the time of writing, Ethereum is the more appropriate public blockchain solution
for the implementation of VIA. However, this may be subject to change if technology
shifts or cost of adoption greatly increases.
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regulation side as well as the private industry side. The API
and supplemental SDK will also be the launching point for
extending the platform to provide decentralized inspections
and audit trails for a myriad of industries including agriculture
and the rapidly expanding cannabis industry.
Beyond participation from HealthSpace and its current
product offerings, the VIA API will be offered to other food
service providers and third-party audit organizations for
the purpose of furthering market participation from private
industry. This will include building additional relationships
in the enterprise software space as it relates to providers
working with large food producers. Further, it means
creating a new suite of technologies, built atop the VIA
Marketplace, to support additional data providers such as
certification and lab testing organizations. This is shown in
the following diagram, showing how an organization, such
as Ecolab, could be integrated into the platform.
Using simple web hooks posted to the VIA API, users will
also be able to use HSTouch or other custom solution,
from providers such as Ecolab or UL, to provide audit data
to the distributed blockchain ledger. Once the audit data
has been independently validated by a consensus of 3rd
party auditors, it can then be used by government entities
as inspection data and viewed using The VIA Marketplace.
ServSafe and other companies that provide training courses
and exams, can record the resulting certifications through
the VIA API for independent viewing and verification of a
facility’s standards. In the future, all of this information
can be used by customers who wish to use a particular
facility e.g. restaurant, because they will be able to view all
inspection reports for each facility and view certifications
that have be attained by the staff of that facility, resulting in
a more independent and transparent view of the facility and
how it is run.

Inspection / Audit Data Storage
HealthSpace Inspection and audit data is collected from
walkthroughs or oversight events directly connected to a
date/time, specific location and, possibly, a specific entity
(i.e. batch). They have a one-to-many relationship to N
number of items that are “checked” during the inspection.
The data can become large and therefore we will utilize
smart contracts to store the bulk of inspection data offchain; with only the hash-based pointers to the inspection

data being stored on-chain. Therefore, the underlying
blockchain network defines the logic, value transfer, and
governance while the external similar storage system
stores the data used by the HealthSpace Inspections
platform. By merging the two systems, we overcome
the storage and latency limitations of a blockchain using
off-chain access while incorporating the immutable logic
attributes of blockchain smart contracts.
For off-chain storage, we are evaluating different
decentralized data platforms to store inspections without
centralizing all the data at one point. One such solution
is offered by IPFS (the InterPlanetary File System) (20),
which is a new Web-based decentralized system for
asset storing and file sharing. Each file and all of the
blocks within it are given a unique fingerprint called a
cryptographic hash, which can be stored on-chain with
the data being stored off-chain in IPFS. For fault tolerance
other systems, such as IPFS cluster (21), are needed to
offer collective data pinning and composition for replicating
data. Shortcomings of IPFS center around the lack of
support for search, and the system does not provide
an authentication or authorization layer, which makes
the use of IPFS for HealthSpace limited in preserving
data ownership, authorization access or searching prior
records. In attempting to address such shortcomings we
are also investigating a solution that is based around the
Gaian lightweight distributed overlay (22) for federating
multiple sources of data.
Gaian is an open source proven dynamic distributed
federated database product from IBM, which supports
authentication, authorization, a sophisticated decentralized
search and the pinning of data using subqueries to
maintain availability and integrity. It is similar to IPFS in that
it stores data locally and allows querying from anywhere in
the network. The Gaian DB has a small footprint (5 MB)
and uses the Apache Derby as its default datastore, but
it supports multiple other sources, from SQL and NoSQL
databases, to text or flat files like Excel from document
repositories. The GaianDB scales by using a preferential
attachment connection strategy resulting in a scale-free
decentralized network topology that will scale alongside
the blockchain.

(20) The InterPlanetary File System, https://ipfs.io/
(21) IPFS Cluster, https://github.com/ipfs/ipfs-cluster
(22) GAIAN DB, https://github.com/gaiandb/gaiandb
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7.0 VIA COMPLIANCE SOLUTION ROADMAP
Given the scale of the proposed project, the team have worked on breaking it down into smaller functional steps which will
serve to test and validate our assumptions using legitimate industry contacts, and live data from current clients in the food
safety compliance market. The roadmap will focus on the delivery of various proof of concept DApps using the VIA Protocol,
and the emergent VIA Data Marketplace that follows.
The following phases are envisaged:

PHASE 1

Whitepaper release for public comment
& VIA Compliance Solution Prototype
(protocol components) built and tested.

PHASE 2

Sample Data upload and query testing on VIA
Compliance Data Marketplace.

PHASE 3

Phase 3 will see core platform development
undertaken, with the system load-tested
and pushed to the Ethereum MainNet.

PHASE 4

Beta testing and onboarding of US Food Safety
industry (data submission, and governmental
insight analysis only).

PHASE 5

Developer Alpha toolkit released (SDK & API)
for use in other compliance markets, and Data
Marketplace opened for North American Food
Safety Industry.

PHASE 6

Implementation of engaged Stakeholder
Voting model (TCR) for maintaining the quality
of the Key System Actors (Inspector/Auditor
Accreditation/Integrity), for proposal voting
(ratings algorithm improvements, and for
dynamic regulatory adaptation (North American
Food Safety pilot).
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7.1

PHASE 1

VIA Compliance Solution Prototype
The initial phase of the Roadmap is the release of the updated Whitepaper for public comment and feedback. In parallel,
HealthSpace’s technical partner, Simba Chain will build out and test the base VIA protocol components as follows:

1 Integration with best in class third party blockchain identity service provider for

Validated Business Identity (Civic,
Consensys or Open Identity Exchange) and provisioning of System Actor Classes.

2 Extension of the current HealthSpace DApp to test data capture and submission for Regulatory Compliance Baseline
(Validation Marker) with consensus validation & being committed to the blockchain.

3 Testing of secondary and tertiary data sets to track Data Submission History (Interaction Registry) and base Validation
Outlier Algorithm which flags data submissions outside a defined median range.

4 Building the base VIA Trust & Compliance Rating algorithm in order to score a company compliance, based on the
quality, integrity and frequency of compliance data submitted.

5 Beta testing of Digital Compliance Token (DCT) issuance, in the form of a smart contract, following existing process
flows for Food Safety Compliance Certificate.

7.2

PHASE 2

VIA Compliance Data Marketplace Alpha Test

The second phase will see the development and extension of the aforementioned protocol components, and closed
Alpha testing uploading various data sets, both Governmental and Private “Self Inspection” Data.
Simba Chain will also define & build the data query tables and database (DB) structures required for use with the IPFS
decentralised file storage protocol, including implementation of the Gaian lightweight distributed overlay for federating
multiple sources of data.

7.3

PHASE 3
Core Platform Development
Phase 3 will see core platform development undertaken, including UX research, UI re-work, and system load-testing.
Once validated, the system will be pushed to the Ethereum MainNet.
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7.4

PHASE 4

US Food Safety Industry Onboarding
The Phase 3 beta testing and onboarding of US Food Safety industry serves as the first at scale rollout and will be
undertaken in two parts, namely:

1 Onboarding of existing Healthspace clients.
2 Extension of Healthspace VIA Protocol on-boarding to other industry participants via government.

Beta testing will focus on the onboarding process, and limited governmental insight analysis only. ie no data
marketplace commercialisation.
Key outcomes from this phase will include:

1 Feedback from various industry stakeholders covering all system actors.
2 Feedback about the onboarding, staking and data submission process.
3 Feedback on the VIA Trust and Compliance Rating & Portal.
4 Unit & Component testing & throughput on Ethereum Blockchain.
5 Financial analysis of Ethereum mainnet for HealthSpace DApp.
6 Data insights and analysis for Government to validate aggregated data value model.
7.5

PHASE 5

Developer Alpha Toolkit released (SDK & API) for use in other Compliance
Markets, and Data Marketplace opened for North American Food Safety Industry
Phase 4 will largely be a consolidation phase, with improvements to the system algorithms and protocol components
based on the feedback above. An alpha version of the Javascript SDK for application integration will be released to
pre-qualified developers for testing and feedback.
In the case of maintaining the quality of Inspectors, Auditors and Validators from both government and private sector,
a TCR model as used by Adchain, creates an incentivised mechanism for maintaining the quality of accredited and/or
authorised inspectors.
A new vendor or professional services business wishing to join the list i.e become an inspector or validator, must stake
VIA tokens in the form of an application, which are distributed to the incumbents on the list that validate and vote on
acceptance of the vendor’s application.
In the case where an applicant is deemed to be of poor quality or there are known reasons why they should not join the
list, then the application is challenged by an existing stakeholder by an equivalent amount of VIA tokens.
In the event of the application being discarded, the applicant’s VIA tokens are return to them, and the challenger maintains
their staked VIA tokens and is issued a reward for maintaining the quality of the list. In the case of acceptance of the
applicant, the tokens are distributed to the parties that took time to vote and contribute to the decision to include the
applicant.
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PHASE 6

Implementation of Engaged Stakeholder Voting using TCR Model
In order to ensure that the VIA Protocol evolves dynamically, driven by the community, a voting system is envisaged that
is structured around the concept of a Token Curated Registry or TCR.
In its simplest form, the TCR uses an incentivized voting and challenge system to manage and maintain the integrity and
quality of the solution and its participants.
Three areas where a TCR can be used is as follows:

1 Maintaining the quality of the Key System Actors (Inspector/Auditor Accreditation/Integrity) through a
2 Proposal voting for improvements to the compliance rating algorithm; and
3 For Proposal voting (with government) to dynamically adapt and evolve regulatory and legislative changes using
the North American Food Safety industry as a pilot project

“
VIA protocol makes it faster and easier for companies to utilise the
benefits of blockchain technology in their compliance processes.
VIA protocol provides the building blocks for revolutionising the
compliance industry, helping businesses to innovate by adding
additional layers of trust, security and transparency whist at the
same time maintaining full control over their data, with a choice to
monetise data if/as required.

“

7.6
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8.0 VIA TOKEN MODEL
The VIA Protocol and Marketplace has been developed
on the Ethereum Blockchain and requires a number of
different internal digital tokens to perform various tasks
and functions in the form a smart contracts, relevant to
the network, and as described in the technical section of
this whitepaper. Most of these tokens work behind the
scenes and are therefore irrelevant to the user, who is only
interested in how they can transact with it within the VIA
Ecosystem.
The VIA token has been created using the ERC223
Ethereum standard, which runs as a smart contract with
embedded logic on the Ethereum blockchain. It is aptly
named from the acronym from the words Validate, Inspect
and Audit (VIA), which are the key competencies in
regulatory compliance environments. ERC223 tokens are
extremely versatile and can represent either an asset or
utility. Since they are tradable goods, they can represent
and fulfill a wide variety of functions and/or services in the
form of smart contracts.
As discussed previously in this whitepaper, the following
high-level token interactions are required within the user
journey associated with the VIA protocol and marketplace:

1 Business
2
3
4

Identity Attestation - external integration
to third party best in class service provider: (Civic/
Consensys/Online Identity Exchange)
IPFS hosting - this will be undertaken using FileCoin’s
interoperability with our ERC223 token.
Digital Compliance Token - representing a business’s
good standing in respect of regulatory compliance
requirements.
VIA Token (ERC223 token) that is used by System
Actors.

In the context of the token economics, we are purely
interested in the dynamics and interactions associated
with the VIA token.

8.1 ONBOARDING AND TOKEN STAKING
Businesses that are required by law to comply with regulatory
requirements and that want to participate in the VIA Digital
Compliance Process and resultant Data Marketplace need
to follow an onboarding process to get set-up and ready to
transact. The process is defined as follows:

1 The Company registers a business profile and is required

to load their wallet with a minimum balance of 250 VIA
tokens. A rolling staked amount of 100 VIA is required to
maintain the ability to earn tokens from the Marketplace.
The balance of tokens are used to cover the hard costs of
on-boarding, including:
A Attestation of Business Identity by a Third Party or
Accredited Institution
B Baseline Compliance Audit (by government inspector)
and Digital Compliance Token issuance
C Upload and data storage cost on IPFS (via FileCoin) of
Baseline Compliance Data
D Provisional Trust and Compliance Rating

2 Key parties that receive tokens from this onboarding
process are:
A Attestation service provider; and

B Government Department through the Inspector - the

earned tokens are unlikely to accrue to the Inspector,
however are important as they will affect their
Compliance and Trust Rating. These accumulated
VIA tokens can also be offset against the costs for a
subscription to access data analysis & visualisation)

3 All subsequent audits that are uploaded to the

marketplace by a business may only be undertaken if the
aforementioned data compliance token is valid, and there
is sufficient minimum balance of 100 VIA tokens staked in
their account.

Key facets of the token model which need to be understood
are as follows:

1 The
2
3

initial onboarding and staking mechanism used
to facilitate Business Identity Verification and cover
the costs of Collecting and Verifying the Baseline
Compliance Data.
How VIA tokens can be earned for submitting and
contributing data to the VIA Marketplace
How VIA tokens are spent in the consumption of data
from the Marketplace.
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8.2 CONTINUED SUBMISSION &
MONETISATION OF DATA

1 Following the submission and verification of data to

the Marketplace via the HealthSpace DApp or API, a
business may choose to share and monetise their data
in one of two ways:
A By opting in to the Business Services Directory; or

B By opting in to the data Marketplace

2 Business Services Directory token flow:

A By opting in, the business makes its profile available
to Professional Services (PSB) and Product
Businesses for direct marketing.

B In this case, the PSB pays 40 VIA tokens to
an aggregated wallet/account on a monthly
subscription basis to access the Directory

C From within the directory, the PSB then creates

Campaign Offers similar to Pay Per Click digital
advertising campaigns, which drawdown at a fixed
rate of 50 VIA tokens per qualified lead until the
campaign budget is depleted in its entirety.

D Each campaign would be set up in the form of a

smart contract with actionable requirements & auto
disbursement on the part of the business opting in
and fulfilling the terms of the smart contract.

3 The Data marketplace is more tricky to model, as

the equation for tokens paid by any Data Consumer
(Market Research as primary target) must be
equivalently distributed to the participants that
contributed the data. Given the complexity and
variability of the data and data sets, an algorithm would
need to be built to accommodate:
A Number of contributors
B Relative value weighting on quantity of data
submitted
C Relative value weighting on type of data submitted
D Relative value weighting on uniqueness of data
submitted
E Anonymised or known (determined by the data
provider)
F Weighted value of Trust & Compliance Score

4 The data marketplace would disburse token earnings

to contributors on a quarterly or monthly basis
regardless of how many times that data is uploaded,
and would be paid into a staking wallet, and accessible
only after 3 months.
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9.0 TEAM
Silas Garrison

Joel D. Neidig

Tech Leader
Chief Executive Officer
HealthSpace

Head of Technology at ITAMCO
Co-Founder of Simba Chain

Silas Garrison is a serial entrepreneur and seasoned tech
leader with a rich background in designing and developing
a myriad of technologies for both public and private
sectors. He was the first to develop a native iPad app
for use in the environmental health industry which was
subsequently acquired by HealthSpace. He has worked
with various enterprises, from Fortune 500 banks to sports
and media conglomerates, advising in the realms of both
mobile and cloud-based solutions. Currently, he is the
Chief Executive Officer of HealthSpace helping pioneer a
new approach to regulatory data through a decentralized
solution.

Professor Ian Taylor
Professor
Chief Technology Officer
Co-Founder of Simba Chain
Mr. Taylor is a full research professor in distributed
computing at Notre Dame, a professor at Cardiff University
(UK) and the Chief Technology Officer and co-founder of
Simba Chain, a company that delivers software solutions
for distributed blockchain applications. Ian’s research over
the last 25 years has covered a broad range of distributed
computing areas but he now specializes in Blockchain,
Cloud computing, Web dashboards/APIs and distributed
analytics workflows. He has successfully a chitected,
managed and delivered more than 30 research and
industrial projects and has published over 180 papers,
3 books, has won three Naval Research Lab (NRL) best
research papers, has an h-index of 40 and has over 8000
citations.

Mr. Neidig is an avid technologist and entrepreneur with
nearly 15 years experience in a myriad of areas including
manufacturing technology, software development and iOS/
mobile development. He serves as Head of Technology at
ITAMCO, a large technology and manufacturing company
that provides services and products for market sectors
such as: Mining, Oil, Gas, Energy, Aerospace, and
Defense. He sits on a number of advisory boards and
speaks regularly across the country on topics ranging from
technology and manufacturing to blockchain and secure
messaging. Recently, he spoke at the White House by
invitation of the National Economic Council in recognition
of the progress that has been made by himself and
ITAMCO in the areas of technology. He is the co-founder
and CEO of SIMBA Chain Inc. helping guide the
companies initiatives in providing blockchain based
solutions. And is the development lead for the
Government Blockchain Association(GBA) Token of which
SIMBA will be the API.

Ali Hakimzadeh
Chairman of the Board
HealthSpace

With more than 20 years’ experience in the financial
services industry, Ali Hakimzadeh provides a wealth of
financial and business knowledge. Throughout his career
Ali has overseen or partaken in more than $1 billion in
financing, merger and acquisition activities. Prior to his
work with HealthSpace, Ali served as a Director of
Investment Banking at Canaccord Financial Corporation.
He has a MBA and MA from Simon Fraser University and a
B.Sc. from the University of British Columbia.
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10.0 ADVISORS
Joseph Willmott

Jarek Nabrzyski

President
HealthSpace

Director of the Center for
Research Computing
University of Notre Dame
Co-Founder of Simba Chain

Mr. Willmott has served as President of HealthSpace
since 2007. He has 35 years of business experience
that included, serving as president of Uniserve
Communications Corp, a publicly traded telecom
company, and partner in a business consulting firm for
15 years. Prior to that, he managed a technology
transfer program for the manufacturing sector funded
by the Canadian Government. He also served as chair
of the organizing committee for the International Centre
for Agricultural Science and Technology and Chair of
the Canadian Veterinary Medical Association’s animal
health research fund. During Mr. Willmott’s business
career he has managed North American manufacturing
and wholesale distribution firms. He has also acted as
a high level policy advisor to elected government
representatives as well as managing a large farm
commodity group.

Mr. Nabrzyski is the Director of the Center for Research
Computing at the University of Notre Dame, concurrent
professor of Computer Science and Engineering and
cofounder of SIMBAChain Inc., a company that through its
SIMBAChain platform directly connects users and
providers of government and enterprise networks through
blockchain distributed applications (Dapps). Before
joining Notre Dame in 2009 Nabrzyski was the Executive
Director of the Louisiana Center for Computation and
Technology and, before that, he managed the Scientific
Application Department at the Poznan Supercomputing
and Networking Center in Poznan, Poland. Nabrzyski
has received M.Sc. and Ph.D. in Computer Science and
Engineering from the Poznan University of Technology. His
research interests cover scientific and cloud computing,
distributed resource management and scheduling and
blockchain applications.
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11.0 LEGAL DISCLAIMER
11.1 FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS

11.3 ILLUSTRATIVE MATERIALS

Statements in this whitepaper may contain forward-looking
statements. Forward-looking statements are statements
that are not historical facts and are generally, but not always,
identified by the words “expects”, “plans”, “anticipates”,
“believes”, “intends”, “estimates”, “projects”, “potential”
and similar expressions, or that events or conditions
“will”, “would”, “may”, “could” or “should” occur. Although
HealthSpace believes the expectations expressed in such
forward-looking statements are based on reasonable
assumptions, such statements are not guarantees of
future performance and actual results may differ materially
from those in forward looking statements. HealthSpace
expressly disclaims any intention or obligation to update or
revise any forward-looking statements whether as a result
of new information, future events or otherwise.

Statements and illustrative works in this whitepaper
may contain references to other entities such as private
corporations, government bodies or industry associations.
While HealthSpace will make efforts to establish
relationships with such entities for the purposes described
in this whitepaper, it has not done so at the time of writing.
Further, the use of trademarks, logos, names, and branding
material of other entities does not constitute their approval
or agreement to work with HealthSpace in any manner.
Use of trademarks, logos, names, and branding material is
done so for illustrative purposes only.

11.2 THIRD PARTY DATA
This whitepaper includes references to third party data
and industry publications. HealthSpace believes that
this industry data is accurate and that its estimates and
assumptions are reasonable; however, there are no
assurances as to the accuracy or completeness of this
data. Third party sources generally state the information
contained therein has been obtained from sources believed
to be reliable; however, there are no assurances as to the
the accuracy or completeness of included information.
Although the data are believed to be reliable, HealthSpace
has not independently verified any of the data from third
party sources referred to in this whitepaper or ascertained
the underlying assumptions relied upon by such sources.
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